
1. Turn off power
Unplug all power and shut all devices down

2.  Mount the Cable-Safe System
Choose a central location to mount the Cable-Safe. 

Use the DeskClamp for mounting through grommet hole or on 
edge of the desk. Or, remove the clamp head and mount it with 
screws anywhere under the desk. Use the CableTrack to mount 
directly to the wall or side of desk.  

3. Assemble the Cable-Safe
Configure the system to organize from 12 to as many as 30 
cables.

4. Label cables on both 
ends and somewhere along the cable length
Labeling cables prevents improper connections and eliminates 
potential troubleshooting at restart. It also allows for quick, easy 
identification of all cables in future adds or changes. 

5. Separate and untangle the cables
It’s easier and faster to untangle cables when one end is unplugged. 
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6. Hang power strip
Make a loop in the power strip cable and hang it on a hook or around the 
desk clamp stem. 

7. Stack hubs and power adaptors on shelf
Adjust the width of the shelf by lifting up on the hook to unsnap it. Move it to 
where it matches the width of your devices and snap the hooks in place. 

Stack hubs so the cable connection come out the side or front for easy access and 
routing. 

8. Secure devices on shelf with bungee 
cords 
Stretch bungee cords across one of the 16 bungee slots on 
outside of the CableTrack or one of the 3 bungee slots in 
each CableHook. To release just pull up out of the slot. 

9. Absorb excess cable length into neat loops
To get neat loops, use one hand to drape your cable over a CableHook 
and hold the other hand below the hook about 8” to 10”.  Wind the cable 
from the hook down to your hand to absorb excess cable length. 

Now, tie the loops on both ends with cable ties to make nice straight 
bundles. See how the cables are tied in the example below. 

Make sure to leave enough excess cable length so it still easy to move 
your computer or mouse around on the desktop. 

9. Hang thicker power cables on cable hooks first

10. Hang your data cables and...

Enjoy clean floors at last
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